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We investigate the relationship which exists between certain classes of ordered 
small categories, introduced by Charles Ehresmann in the course of his work on 
local structures, and the class of U-semiabundant semigroups, first studied by El- 
Qallali and by de Barros. U-semiabundant semigroups embrace both the abundant 
and the regular semigroups-the former have been studied by Fountain and his 
students in a number of papers, the latter constitute a well-known and well- 
investigated branch of semigroup theory. One consequence of the ideas presented in 
this paper is that the work of Nambooripad on inductive groupoids and regular 
semigroups should not be seen as sui generis but as belonging to the general 
framework of the theory of ordered small categories. 6 1991 Academic press, IX 
INTRoDHCT10N 
This is the first of two papers in which we investigate the relationship 
between ordered categories, in the sense of Ehresmann [ 111, and semi- 
groups. We will generalise results obtained by Ehresmann [l 11, Schein 
[32], Armstrong [l], the author [22], and de Barros [6]. In the second 
paper we will generalise results by Armstrong [2] and Nambooripad [28]. 
The most important source for the ideas discussed in this paper is 
Ehresmann’s “Oeuvres completes”-we will cite papers found there by 
giving the volume and paper number. 
We regard small categories as being generalisations of monoids (in 
Mitchell’s term as “semigroupoids” [27]) a point of view adopted by 
Ehresmann [ 111 and Higgins [IS]. 
Ultimately, the results of this paper generalise the relationship which 
exists between (meet) semilattices and commutative idempotent semi- 
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groups: in our theory semilattices will be replaced by small categories 
equipped with compatible order relations. 
The model for this paper is a theorem of Ehresmann [11] and Schein 
[32], the background to which may be found in the author’s paper [23]. 
THEOREM A. The category of inverse semigroups and prehomomorphisms 
(resp. semigroup homomorphisms) is isomorphic to the category of inductive, 
groupoids and order preserving functors (resp. inductive, functors). 
An inductive, groupoid (with the subscript used to distinguish this 
meaning of the word “inductive” from both Ehresmann’s use and a 
generalised definition which will occur below) is a groupoid equipped with 
a partial ordering satisfying certain properties: in the terminology of our 
paper [23], an inductive, groupoid is a functorially ordered groupoid in 
which the partial ordering induces a semilattice structure on the set of 
identities. In [23] we gave reasons for preferring the term “pseudogroup” 
to “inductive, groupoid.” 
Inverse semigroups are precisely the regular semigroups whose idem- 
potents commute. This suggests that the set of idempotents of a regular 
semigroup could be regarded as being a generalisation of a semilattice. This 
idea is made precise in Nambooripad’s definition of a regular biordered set 
[28]: these are sets equipped with a pair of preorders satisfying a number 
of axioms. Nambooripad [28] defined an inductive, groupoid to be a 
functorially ordered groupoid which is equipped with the structure of a 
regular biordered set on its identities which is compatible with the ordered 
groupoid structure. This leads to a generalisation of Theorem A. 
THEOREM B (Nambooripad [28]). The category of regular semigroups 
and semigroup homomorphisms is equivalent to the category of inductive? 
groupoids and inductive? functors. 
The key observation which is the foundation of our two papers is that 
there is nothing sacrosanct about groupoids. so that it is natural to con- 
sider extensions of Theorems A and B which replace ordered groupoids by 
more general kinds of ordered categories. 
In this paper, we will be almost exclusively concerned with generalising 
Theorem A-the second paper will tackle the more complex problem posed 
by attempting to generalise Theorem B. 
Before giving the detailed program of this paper, it may be worth men- 
tioning briefly the significance of any such generalisations: the main conse- 
quence is that it enables the application of category theoretic techniques in 
studying some classes of semigroups, in particular, the category theoretic 
techniques developed by Ehresmann [ 111. We have already initiated this 
application in the case of inverse semigroups [23,24]. Such an approach 
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should also yield more information about the various classes of PP 
monoids [ 10, 13-17, 20, 211 and may also be of interest in studying finite 
semigroups whose idempotents commute. 
This paper is divided into five sections. In Section 1, we introduce the 
class of semigroups which play the main role in both our papers: these are 
the semigroups “semiabundant with respect to a set Cl of projections,” or, 
more concisely, the “U-semiabundant semigroups.” These were introduced 
in our paper on classical Rees matrix semigroups [25]. Further examples 
may be found in [26]. In Section 2, we discuss various classes of ordered 
categories, structures which were first defined and studied by Ehresmann 
and his students [ 111. In the third section, we define the class of 
Ehresmann semigroups-these are CJ-semiabundant semigroups satisfying 
the “congruence condition” in which U is a commutative idempotent sub- 
semigroup-and show how they give rise to a category equipped with a 
pair of orders. In Section 4, we characterise the categories arising in Sec- 
tion 3 and obtain our generalisation of Theorem A. Section 5 considers 
various special cases, getting back results first obtained by Armstrong [I], 
the author [22], and de Barros [6]. 
1. U-SEMIABUNDANT SEMIGROUPS 
If S is a semigroup, we will denote its collection of idempotents by E(S) 
or E: the semigroups considered in this paper will all be furnished with a 
plentiful supply of idempotents. If e, f~ E(S) then the preorders eY and W’ 
are defined as follows: 
edf 0 fe=e and ewlf 0 ef =e. 
In addition, cu = O’ n IX’, the usual ordering on E. If p = w, cJ, or 0’ we 
will sometimes write 
p(e)= {fE E:fpe). 
The following well-known result will be useful, the proof is direct: 
LEMMA 1.1. (i) edf implies ef E E, efof, and efRe. 
(ii) ew’f implies feE E, fewf, andfele. 
Note that L and R are the usual Green’s relations [19]. 
The set De = (or u w’) u (o’u w’)-’ is called the set of basic products 
of E. It is easy to check that if (e, f) E DE then ef is an idempotent. 
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We now come to the definition of the class of semigroups with which we 
will be concerned. Let S be a semigroup and let U G E be a fixed, non- 
empty subset. We may define two binary relations based on U as 
(x, YG ifforalleEUwehavexe=xo~e=~. 
(x, y)dT iffor all eEU we have ex=x 0 ey=y. 
It is easy to see that ,? and a are equivalence relations on S. Whenever we 
mention 1 and i? there will always be a fixed set of projections U in the 
background-we could have been more precise and written z” and r?” but 
we preferred notational simplicity. We denote the L’- and &classes 
containing the element x by t, and ii,X, respectively. We will say that S 
together with a given U E E is U-semiubundant if each R-class and each 
t-class contains at least one element of U. In this case U will be called 
a set of projections of’s and the elements of U themselves will be called 
projections. Some examples which motivate this terminology may be 
found in [26]. 
If I/= E(S) then the corresponding U-semiabundant semigroups are 
called, simply, semiabundant. Semiabundant semigroups were originally 
introduced by El-Qallali [ 121 in his thesis. U-semiabundant semigroups, in 
the special case where mr = CO’ when restricted to U were introduced by 
de Barros [6]. 
From now on we will write (S, U) to mean that S is U-semiabundant. 
The following result provides a useful characterisation of the idem- 
potents of U belonging to t- and R-classes. The proof follows immediately 
from the definitions. 
LEMMA 1.2. (i ) (x, e) E L where e E U if for all f E U we have that 
xf = x 0 ef = e (the latter is equivalent to eolf ). In particular, xe = x. 
(ii) (x, e) E i? where e E U iffor all f E U we have that jk = x o fe = e 
(the latter is equivalent to edf ). In particular, ex = x. 
It is important to note that in general the projections in the L”- and 
a-classes of U-semiabundant semigroups are not unique. 
Two associated equivalences are defined as 
t7r=E/\R and B=EvR 
The fi- and &lasses containing the element x will be denoted by p.Y and 
B,, respectively. 
We will examine R-classes in more detail. First a useful lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let e, f E U then ezf o eLf and, similarly, eRf 0 eRJ 
ProoJ We will prove the result for E, the proof for i? is similar. 
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Let e&f’ then ef = e and fe =.f: Let h E Ii and suppose that eh = e. Then 
fi = (.fe)h = f( eh ) = fe = J Similarly, $5 = f’ implies eh = e. Thus we have 
proved that e@ 
Now suppose that ezf: Then for all 12 E Ii we have eh = e iff $4 = f: Now 
e E U so that from e . e = e we may deduce ,fe = .f: Similarly from .f’..f = f we 
obtain ef = f so that e&f as required. 
We will say that (S, U) satisfies the congruence condition if L is a right 
and i? is a left congruence. The following result suggests that semigroups 
(S, U) which satisfy the congruence condition are, in some sense, built up 
out of monoids. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Each R-class contains at most one projection. If (S, U) 
satisfies the congruence condition and tf e is a projection then fi, is a monoid 
with respect to e. 
Proof. If efif where e, f E U then eLf and e&Y By Lemma 1.3 this 
implies that eLf and eRf so that eHf whence e=f 
Let I, 3’ E A,, where e is a projection. Then xte and y8e. Since S 
satisfies the congruence condition, we have that xyEey and xy&e. But by 
Lemma 1.2, se = x and ey = y whence .rJ,EJ,Le and xyfixiie which gives 
xyfie. 
Note that although each p-class I??,, in the proposition above, contains 
exactly one idempotent from U, there may well be other idempotents in 
PC, which, of course, belong to E\U. This is reminiscent of the distinction 
made in categories between idempotents in general and those idempotents 
which are identities. This remark is made precise in Theorem 1.6 below. 
If (S, U) is a semigroup then we will say that U is closed under basic 
products if whenever e, f E U and (e, j) E DE then ef E U, As we have noted 
it is always the case that efE E-this is therefore a more restrictive 
condition. 
Both our papers will be almost exclusively concerned with U-semiabun- 
dant semigroups which satisfy the congruence condition and in which U is 
closed under basic products. These are natural classes to study as the next 
result shows 
THEOREM 1.5 [ 15, 191. In what follon,s, take the relations 2 and R on a 
semigroup S with respect to E(S), 
(i) If S is an abundant semigroup then L* = E and R* = I?. Further- 
more S satisfies the congruence condition. 
(ii) If S is regular then L = I? and R = R. Furthermore S satisfies the 
congruence condition. 
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Thus both regular and abundant semigroups are examples of semi- 
abundant semigroups: the theory of regular semigroups will provide an 
important source of motivation in studying U-semiabundant semigroups. 
The relations L* and R* are discussed in detail in [17]. 
An important fact about U-semiabundant semigroups which satisfy the 
congruence condition is that they give rise to (small) categories 
THEOREM 1.6 [26]. Let (S, U) be a semigroup satisfying the congruence 
condition and define the set C(S) by? 
C(S)={(e,x,f):e,fEU,xfzS,eRxLf). 
Define a partial multiplication . on C(S) by 
(e, x, f) . (i, y, j) = 
(e, xy, j) if f=i 
undejined otherwise. 
Then (C(S), . ) is a category whose identities are elements of the form (e, e, e) 
where e E U. Furthermore 
(i ) If S is regular then C(S) is a groupoid. 
(ii) If S is abundant then C(S) is a cancellatit~e category. 
(iii) If S is semiabundant then C(S) is a unipotent category (i.e., 
idempotents and identities coincide). 
We indicated in [26] that in the regular case C(S) is isomorphic to the 
groupoid G(S) defined by Nambooripad [28]. In the abundant case C(S) 
is the category defined by Armstrong [Z]. 
Let (S, U) and (T, V) be semigroups. Then a homomorphism 
19: (S. (I) + (T, V) is called admissible if it satisfies the conditions 
.XZT implies O(X) B(y) and X& implies O(X) &3(y) 
and 
(e(u): u-1 I/. 
Define C(0): C(S) + C(T) by C(O)( e, x, f) = (We), &x), @(f )) then we 
have the following theorem which is easy to verify. 
THEOREM 1.7. The map C defined in Theorem 1.6 is a functor from 
the category of U-semiabundant semigroups, which satisfy the congruence 
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condition, and admissible homonlorphimn to the categorjv of small categories 
antl,functors. 
It is clear that not all subsemigroups of U-semiabundant semigroups are 
themselves necessarily U-semiabundant. The next definition singles out a 
class of suitably “nice” subsemigroups. If T is a subsemigroup of S such 
that U E T then T will be called Cl-.full. If U= E this corresponds to the 
definition offull subsemigroup. It is clear that U-full subsemigroups are also 
CT-semiabundant. 
2. ORDERED CATEGORIES 
We begin with some notation concerning ordered sets. Let (P, d ) and 
(Q, < ) be posets. We will denote by [x] the set (JK y 6 x}, where .Y E P, 
the principal order ideal generated 6~ .Y. Let f: P + Q be an order preserving 
map. For each XE P we have an induced map by restriction 
(fl C,xl): Cxl + C.f(.K)l~ w e will say that f possesses a property principally 
if for all XE P the map (f[ [s]) has that property. We will say that the 
poset (P, Q ) itself has a property principally if each principal order ideal 
has that property. We denote by C2 the category of ordered sets and order 
preserving maps. 
We recall the definition of an important class of order preserving maps. 
Let f: P --* Q be an order preserving map then f is called residuated if for 
each J E Q the set {X E P: -f(x) d 4’) is nonempty and admits a greatest 
element. We may define a map .f +: Q --) P by 
f+(~)=max{sEP:f’(.x)<)‘j for each +V E Q. 
Then f + of 2 1 p and faf + f 1 p. The map f + is called the residual off: 
LEMMA 2.1 (Theorem 2.5[8]). Let f: P+ Q be an order preserving 
map, then f is residuated if and only if there exists a (unique) order 
preserving map f + : Q + P such that f + of >, 1 p and ,f 0 f + < 1 g. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Theorem 2.6 and 2.7 [9]). (i) 4f.f: P ---) Q is residuated 
thenf~f+of=fandf+~fcf’=,f’. 
(ii) f is in addition one-to-one if and only if f + 0 f = 1 p. 
(iii) f is in addition onto rfand only iffcf + = 1,. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Theorem 2.8 [9]). The product of residuated maps is again 
residuated. 
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TABLE I 
Category 
Q’ 
0; 
R” 
P 
Q: 
Name of maps 
Strictly 
ordered 
s-ordered 
Etalt 
- 
Regular 
Defmition of maps 
Determined 
Maps h: P--t Q such that if x’ < x 
and h(Y) = h(x) then I = x’ 
Principally one-to-one 
Principally onto 
Principally residuated 
Principally residuated 
and (flC~l)~(flC~l)‘=tQ 
x’, x” E [xl. f(s”) <f(d) 
implies xn Q I’ 
Principally isomorphisms Q’ 
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that the product of two principally residuated 
maps is again principally residuated. 
We have the subcategories of Q as shown in Table I (note that, we will 
not make extensive use of the notation and give it simply to ease reference 
to [ll]). 
If 6: M --) N is principally residuated then de Barros [6] employs the 
notation 
a*(x’)= (01 [aI)+( 
The paper [6] contains results on the relationship between the categories 
above. Although the connection with residuated mappings is not explicitly 
spelled out it is easy to see that Lemma 1 of [6] is just Theorem 3.10 of 
[9] applied to principally residuated maps; Lemma 20’) and (jj) of [6] are 
applications of respectively Theorem 3.1 l(ii) and Theorem 3.1 l(iii) of [9]. 
In fact we have the following 
THEOREM 2.4 [6, Theorem 11. (i) Qz = on Q”. 
(ii) finQ’=SinQ;. 
(iii) P=Q!; nW=i2’nQ,=Q~ nQ,. 
We now turn to the notation used for categories. Note first that in a 
class A equipped with a partial multiplication . an element SEA is called 
an identity if, whenever x. e (respectively e ‘x) is defined, then x. e = x 
(respectively e . x = x). 
A category is a class C, equipped with a partial multiplication . (which 
will often be written as simple juxtaposition) satisfying the following 
axioms: 
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(C 1) s (J‘ . z) is defined o ( .Y. ~9) z is defined in which case they 
are equal. 
(C2) If .Y ~9 and 1’ .z are defined then (s j’) .I is defined. 
(C3) For each SE C there exists an identity e and an identity f such 
that .re and$x are defined. 
In a category C the identity e (resp. f) such that .Y e (resp. f. X) is defined 
is unique and called the clo~~in of X, written d(-v) (resp. range of X, written 
r(.~), and to be thought of as the “codomain of x”: the notion of “image x” 
is more restrictive and not available in every category). 
Let C be a category: for our purposes it will always be a set unless we 
state explicitly to the contrary. The collection of identities of C will be 
denoted by CO. The collection of composable maps in C is the set 
C* C= {(x, y)ECxC: x.v exists in C}. 
Now define the maps 
r: c + c,, by x + T(X) 
d: C+C, by I + d(x) 
k:C*C-*C by (x, J) + .u) 
[r, d]: C + C,xCo by x -+ (r(x), d(x)). 
If C is, in addition, a groupoid then we have a map: 
j:C-+C -I by x + .Y . 
Note that -UJ’ means first J’ and then s: thus XY exists if and only if 
d(x) = r(y). 
The “horn-sets” of the category C are defined to be as follows. If e, f~ C, 
then 
hom(e, f) = {X E C: d(x) = e and r(x) =fI. 
In order to make clear the link with Ehresmann’s work [ 11, III-l, /63/l 
on structured categories we will give the definitions of ordered category, 
etc., in full. 
Let Q, be a category of ordered sets and order preserving maps and let 
Q, and Q, be two subcategories. Let C be a category equipped with a par- 
tial order <. The sets CO, C,, x C,, C x C, and C * C all inherit a partial 
ordering and we will suppose that 52, is such that they all belong to Q, . 
The following definitions are taken from [ 11, III-l, /63/l. Regarding a 
category as a structure (C, [r, d], k) we will call it Q,(Qz, Q2,)-srructured if 
Cr,dl:(C, <)-+(CoxCo, G) belongs to 52, 
k:(C*C, G)-(C, <) belongs to 52,. 
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Regarding a category as a structure (C, r, d, k) we will call it 
sZ,((Q,, Q,), a,)-structured if 
r:(C, <)-(Co, G) belongs to 52, 
d:(C, <)-+(C,, <) belongs to Q, 
k:(C*C, G)-(C, <) belongs to 52,. 
If C is, in addition, a groupoid then we require in each case that the map 
j: (C, Q ) --, (C, d ) belongs to ~2,. An L?,(sZ,, Q,)-structured category will 
be called simply SZ,-structured. 
The proof of the following lemma, which is simple and left to the reader, 
may also be taken as the definition of an Q-structured category: 
LEMMA 2.5. A category C is Q-structured if and only tf it satisfies the 
following axioms: 
(OCl) C is a category and (C, < ) a poset. 
(OC2) x < y implies r(x) < r(y) and d(x) <d(y). 
(OC3) Zf x’ < x and y’ < y and both x’y’ and xy exist then x’y’ < xy. 
In order that (C, < ) be an Q-structured groupoid we need in addition the 
following axiom: 
(G) x< y implies xP1 <y-l. 
Referring to the table of subcategories of 52 (Table I), we now have the 
following definitions: 
An Q(sZ’, Q)-structured category is called an ordered category. 
An a( (B”, Q”), Q)-structured category is called a semiregular category. 
An sZ((sZ,, a,), Q)-structured category is called a sufficiently 
( = “assez”) regular category. 
An sZ( (Sz,, O,), 52”)~structured category is called a regular category. 
The proof of the following lemma is again no more than a translation of 
the definition and left to the reader: 
LEMMA 2.6. (i) A category is ordered if it is Q-structured and satisfies 
the following axiom: 
(OC4) Ifr(x)=r(y) andd(x)=d(y) andx< y then x= y (that is, 
< is trivial on horn-sets). 
(ii) A category is semiregular if it is Q-structured and satisfies the 
following axiom: 
481/141/2-13 
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(OC.5) ( i ) If’ .Y E C rind e f d(s) where r E C, rhen there exists x’ 
such that x’ 6 .Y and d(Y) = CJ. 
(ii) [f’ .Y E C and e < r(s) where e E C, then there e.vists x’ such that 
x’ 6 s and r( x’) = e. 
(iii) A category is sufficiently regular [fit is R-structured and satisfies 
the following axiom: 
(OC6) (i) If s E C and e 6 d(x) where e E C, rhen there exists an 
element (xle) such that (xle)=max{y<x: d(y)<:) andd(xIe)=e. 
(ii) If SE C and e <r(x) where eE Co then there exists an element 
(elx) such that (elx) = maxiydx: r(x) <e} and r(e(x) =e. 
(iv) A category is regular if it is Q-structured it satisfies (OC6) and 
(OC7 ) (see below). 
(v) A category is Q((P, aP), Q)-structured if it is O-structured and 
satisfies the following axiom: 
(OC8) (i) Zf x E C and e < d(x) where e E Co then there exists a 
unique element, called the restriction of x to e, which will be denoted bJ1 
(xle), such that (x\e)<x andd(xje)=e. 
(ii) ff XE C and e < r(x) where e E Co then there exists a unique 
element, called the corestriction of x to e, which will be denoted by (e ( x), 
such that (e\x)<x andr(eIx)=e. 
(vi) The map k: (C * C, f ) --f (C, 6 ) belongs to Q“ if the following 
axiom holds: 
(OC7) If (x, y) E C * C and z < xy then there exists an x’ <x and 
y’ 6 y such that the product x’~,’ exists and x’y’ = :. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let C be an Q((P’, F), Q)-structured category and let 
x, y E C be such that the product xy exists. Then 
(i) rfe<d(y) then(xylej=(xlr(r,le))(yle). 
(ii) If e<r(x) then (eIg)=(elx)(d(elx)Iy). 
Proof (i) Note first that since the product xy exists then d(xy)=d(y) 
whence from e < d(xy) and (OC8) we obtain the existence of (xy ) e). Again, 
since e <d(y) the element (y ) e) exists and furthermore (y 1 e) < y. By 
(OC2) we have r( y I e) f r( y). But the product xy exists so that d(x) = r( y) 
giving r( y 1 e) 6 d(x). By (OC8) this means that (xl r( yl e)) exists. Note 
that d(x ( r( y ( e)) = r( y 1 e) hence the product (x I r( y I e))( y (e) exists. Now 
(xIr(yIe))<x and (yle)< y so that by (OC3), (xIr(yIe))(yIe)<xy. 
Moreover, d((x I r( y I e))( y ) e)) = d( y ( e) = e holds. But d(xy (e) = e which, 
by the uniqueness guaranteed by (OC8), gives (xy ( e) = (x ( r( y I e))( y ( e). 
The proof of (ii) is similar. 
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PROPOSITION 2.8. Let C be an Q((Q’, Q’), S2)-structured category then 
(OC4) and (OC7) hold and Cc, is an order ideal of (C, < ) (this latter condi- 
tion we will refer to as (01)). If C is a groupoid then axiom (G) holds. 
Proof (OC4) holds. Let x d JJ with r(x) = r(y) and d(x) = d(v). Then, 
in particular, d(x) <d(y) so that by (OC8(i)) there exists a unique element 
(~71 d(x)) such that (~1 d(x)) d y and d(Jj( d(x)) = d(x). But the element x 
has the property x < 4’ and d(.r) = d(x) so that by uniqueness x = (p 1 d(x)). 
But then from the fact that d(x) = d(8) we have x = (YI d(x)) = 
iYld(vr))=y. 
(OC7) holds. Let k <xy where the product x): exists in C. Then 
d(k) d d(xy) so that the element (x-y 1 d(k)) exists. Now (xy ) d(k)) 6 xy and 
d(xy( d(k)) =d(k) so that applying (OC8(i)) we obtain by uniqueness 
k = (xy)d(k)). Now we apply Lemma 2.7 to obtain k = (xl r(y Id(k))) 
(IlId( where (xJr(y)d(k)))<x and (rld(k))<J. 
(01) holds. Let eE Co and x<e then d(x) <d(e) =e. But by 
(OC8(i)), x is the unique element such that .Y < e and d(x) = d(x) and since 
d(x) enjoys these properties we have x = d(x) by uniqueness. 
(G) holds. Now suppose that C is a groupoid. Let x Q y. Then 
r(x) <r(y) so that r(x) < d(y-‘) holds. By (OC8(i)) there is a unique ele- 
ment (y-‘/r(x)) such that (~~~‘Ir(x))& y-’ and d(y-‘Ir(x))=r(x). This 
implies that the product (y- r ) ( )) rx xexists,sothat(y-‘(r(x))x<y-‘yby 
(OC3). But J--‘Y is an identity so by (01) the element (JJ -‘Ir(x))x is an 
identity. It follows that x-’ = (J’~’ 1 r(s)) giving x-’ < y-l as required. 
The above proposition is a slight generalisation of results due to Rinow 
[29, 301. 
In this paper, we will be interested in classes of ordered categories. 
We will say that an ordered category (C, < ) has restrictions (resp. has 
corestricrions) if it satisfies in addition (OC8(i)) (resp. (OCS(ii)). 
In [6] de Barros calls a regular, ordered category in which C,, is an 
order ideal a totally, regularly ordered category. 
3. REDUCED U-SEMIABUNDANT SEMIGROUPS 
A U-semiabundant semigroup S will be called reduced if UY = w’ when 
restricted to U. The rest of this paper will be exclusively concerned with 
classes of reduced U-semiabundant semigroups. These semigroups have an 
important property which makes them considerably easier to handle then 
arbitrary U-semiabundant semigroups. 
LEMMA 3.1. If S is a reduced V-semiabundant semigroup then each 
z-class and each k-class contains a unique element of U. 
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Proof: If e, J‘E U is such that eLf then by Lemma 1.3, eLf so that ef = e 
and fe =jI But ef = e if and only if ew’j: By assumption this gives edf, that 
is, fe=e but then e=fe=.f: 
If S is a reduced U-semiabundant semigroup then we will denote the 
unique element of U which is L- (resp. w-) related to the element x by x* 
(resp. .Y + ). Note that .Y + is not to be confused with the residual of an order 
preserving map. 
We may obtain a converse to the above lemma under the assumption 
that U is closed under basic products 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let S be a U-semiabundant semigroup in which U is 
closed under basic products. Then S is reduced if and only if each E-class and 
each R-class contains a unique element from U. 
Proof Lemma 3.1 proves one direction. It remains to show that if each 
t-class and each ii-class contains a unique element from U then CO’ = CO’ on 
U. Let e, f E U with edf then ef E E, efof, and efRe. Since U is closed under 
basic products, ef E CJ. From efRe we obtain efRe. By Lemma 1.3 this 
implies ef = e, since both ef and e belong to U, whence by assumption eo’f 
giving CO’ E ol. We may similarly show that CO’ 2 CO’ and the result follows. 
Important examples of reduced U-semiabundant semigroups arise in the 
following way 
LEMMA 3.3. If S is a U-semiabundant semigroup in which U is a com- 
mutative subsemigroup then S is reduced. 
Proof Note that since U is commutative CJ = CO’ on U so we may 
apply Proposition 3.2. 
A semigroup satisfying the condition of Lemma 3.3 will be called U-semi- 
adequate. 
It is not the case that all reduced U-semiabundant semigroups are 
U-semiadequate, see Example 1.4 of [ 161 for a counterexample. This 
behaviour is quite different from the case of regular semigroups, in which 
a regular semigroup is reduced only when it is inverse, which occurs when 
the idempotents form a commutative subsemigroup (see Howie [19]). 
However, if we impose a regularity condition on U we can recapture the 
behaviour in the regular case. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let S be a U-semiabundant semigroup in which (U> is 
a regular subsemigroup such that E( ( U) ) = U. Then S is reduced precisely 
when U is a commutative subsemigroup. 
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Proof: From the observation following Theorem 1.7 the semigroup 
(U) is U-semiabundant. But E( ( U)) = II so it is semiabundant. If (S, U) 
is reduced then (U> is reduced and, by Theorem 1.5, L = t and R = i? on 
(U). Thus (U) is a reduced semiabundant semigroup and regular thus it 
is inverse. 
We will give an example of a reduced, U-semiabundant semigroup after 
a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let S be a semigroup in which E(S) # @ with a zero element 
0. Suppose that for each x E S where .K # 0 there is a unique idempotent e 
such that xe = x and a unique idempotent f such that fx = x. Then S is a 
reduced, semiabundant semigroup. 
ProoJ If x, y E S then xzy if and only if for all e E E(S) 
xe=x 0 ye=y. 
Note that x = 0 precisely when y = 0, for if x = 0 then 0.0 = 0 gives y . 0 = y 
so that y = 0, and conversely. If x # 0 and y # 0 then .&y when they have 
the same right identity e (say). But then xLeLy, for if xf = x where fE E(S) 
then f = e so trivially ef = e. 
A similar argument holds for 1?. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let S= (e, f:e*=e, f’=f, (ef)‘=(fe)*) which is a 
semiband from [S]. Note that 
4ef Y = 4ef )(ef) = (efN4) = (ef )* 
and 
(ef)‘e= (fe)‘e= (fe)2 e= (fe)*= (ef)2. 
It is easy to see that (ef)‘= (fe) ’ is the zero element, 0, in S. The full 
multiplication table is given in Table II. 
TABLE II 
1 e f ef fe efe fef (ef)*=O 
T- 
e ef ef efe efe 0 0 
fe f fef fe 0 fef 0 
.z efe fe fef ef fef 0 efe 0 0 0 0 
efe efe 0 0 0 0 0 0 
fef 0 fef 0 0 0 0 0 
O=(ef)* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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It is clear that E(S) = {e, ,f; (ef)’ = 0 ).. We may draw a diagram of the 
L- and R-classes of S, generalising the familiar “eggbox diagram” with 
respect to the L- and R- relations, where the rows are the I?-classes and the 
columns are the L-classes (see Scheme 1 ), by Lemma 3.5. 
Thus S is a reduced, semiabundant semigroup in which E(S) is not a 
subsemigroup (in fact it generates S). Furthermore S does not satisfy the 
congruence condition for (efe)‘=O and O# R, since fl+. = Re: if the 
congruence condition held fi, would be a subsemigroup of S. 
Some important properties of reduced, CT-semiabundant semigroups are 
given below 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let S be a reduced, U-semiabundant semigroup then 
(i) For all x, YE S 
(xy)* coy* and (xy)+ox+ 
(ii) For each eE U both e*=e and ec =e. 
(iii) xEy o x*=y* and x&j o x+ = y+. 
(iv) S satisfies the congruence condition precisely when 
(xy)* = (x*)1)* and (xy)+ = (xy’)‘. 
Proof: (i) Note that XJ ..Y* = <KY so that (q)* OJ*. 
(ii) Let e E U. Then by definition if f~ U then ef = e o e*f = e* 
giving e*wf However, from e* . e=e* we obtain e*we. But e*e* =e* so 
that ee* = e giving eoe* whence e = e*. 
(iii ) Immediate. 
(iv) Assume first that S satisfies the congruence condition. From the 
fact that xEx* we have xq’,&*y whence by (iii) above (xy)* = (x*JJ)*. 
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Now suppose that (xy)* = (x*y)* holds and let xty and z be an 
arbitrary element of S. Then x* = y* so x*z= y*z whence (x*2)* = 
(y*z)*. By applying the equations (x*z)*=(x.z)* and (y*z)*= (yz)* we 
obtain xzzyz. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let S be a reduced U-semiabundant semigroup satisfying the 
congruence condition. Then S satisfies the following conditions: 
(Cl) If eE U and ewx* then (xe)* = e, and if e E U and ecoxf then 
(ex) + = e. 
(C2) Zfx* = y+ then (xy)* = y* and (xy)’ =x+. 
(C3) Ifee U then (xe)* = (x*e)* and (ex)+ = (ex+)+. 
Proof: The proof of these is immediate on the basis of the previous 
proposition. 
In the case of reduced U-semiabundant semigroups satisfying the con- 
gruence condition, the category C(S) defined in Theorem 1.6 is isomorphic 
to the set S equipped with the following partial multiplication which we 
call the reduced product 
j 
Xj if x*=y+ 
x.y= 
undefined otherwise. 
We will use the notation (C(S), .) to represent, in the case of reduced 
U-semiabundant semigroups, the set S equipped with the reduced product. 
Note that the reduced product may be defined in an arbitrary U-semi- 
abundant semigroup but will lead to a category structure only if (C2) 
holds. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let S be a U-semiadequate semigroup. Then 
(i) (Cl) implies (C3). 
(ii) (C3) and (C2) imply the congruence condition. 
Proof: (i) Let eE U. Then (xe)* = (x(x*e))*. But since U is a com- 
mutative band x*ewx* so that by (Cl), (x(x*e))* = (x*e) = x*e. 
(ii) First note that (xy)* = (x(x*y+) . (x*y +) y)*. By (C3) 
(x(x*4,+ ))* = x*(x*y + ) = x*y + and ((x*y+) y)’ = (s*y+) y+ =x*y+ 
so that (x(x*y’))* = ((x*y’) y)‘, whence by (C2) 
(xy)* = ((x*y + ) y)* = (x*y)*. 
Similarly (xy)+ = (xy’)‘. Thus the congruence condition holds. 
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We will say that a reduced U-semiabundant semigroup S is idempotent 
connected (IC) iff it satisfies the two equations 
IC,. For alifE 01(x*) n U then xf= (xj’)+s. 
IC,. For all e E 0(x+) n U then ex = .u(ex)*. 
LEMMA 3. LO. Let S be U-semiadequate then IC, is equivalent to 
xf = (xf) + x for all f E: U. IC, is equivalent to ex = x(ex)* for all e E U. 
Proof: Suppose that idempotent connectedness holds. Then xf = x(x*f) 
but x*f E U and x*fwx* so that by IC, 
x(x*f)=(x(x*f))+x=(xf)+x. 
The converse is immediate. 
We introduce now three relations which will help us to investigate the 
structure of reduced U-semiabundant semigroups 
x&y 0 x*wy* ) x+wy+, and x = x + yx* 
xd,)’ 0 x+wy+ and x=x+y 
XG, J 0 x*wy* and x = yx*. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. On a reduced U-semiabundant semigroup S the 
relations <,, <,, and <, are partial orders which reduce to o on U. 
Furthermore if 
xGryandxRythenx=? 
x<, y and x4> then x= y. 
Proof We will prove that <, is a partial order-the proof for the other 
two relations is similar. 
Reflexivity. Clearly x’wx’, x*0x*, and from the definitions 
x = x+xx* so that x <, x. 
Anti-symmetry. Let x Ge y and y <, x. Then x* = y* and x+ = y+ 
and x= x+yx* so that x= y. 
Transitivity. If x<, y and y <, z then x*wz*, x+wz+ are immediate 
by the transitivity of w; furthermore x = x+ yx* and y = y+zy*. But then 
x=x+(y+zy*)x*=x+zx*. 
Let e, f E (1. Then if ewf we have both e*wf * and e 'wf + since e+ = e, 
f’ =f, e* = e, and f * =f by Proposition 3.7; also e= e+fe* thus e <,f: 
The converse is clear. 
Let x<, y where xi?y then x+= y+ and x=x+y so x= y. 
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LEMMA 3.12. Let S be a reduced, U-semiabundant semigroup then 
(i) IfIC, holds then <, E G,. 
(ii) v IC, holds then Q, E Q,. 
Proof: We will prove (i); the proof of (ii) is similar. If x <, y then 
X*Wy* and x= yx*. We may thus apply IC, and obtain x = yx* = 
(yx*)+ y=x+y. From x= yx* we obtain x+ = (yx*)’ W-V+ by Proposi- 
tion 3.7 so that x & y. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. If S is U-semiadequate then 
X,<,Y o there exist e, .fe U such that x = ey$ 
X<,J' o there exists e E U such that x = ey. 
x<, J o there exists f E U such that x = yj 
ProoJ: We will prove the <<, case. Let x = eyf where e, f E U. Then 
ex = x and xf = x so that ex+ =x+ and x*f = x* whence 
x=x+xx*=x+(eyf)x*=x+yx*. 
Now yy* = y whence xy* = (x + yx*) y* = x making use of commutativity 
of elements of U. But then x*y* =x* which gives x*oy*. Similarly x+~y+ 
so that x6, y. 
The converse are clear. 
In the following proposition 0 denotes the product of binary relations. 
PROPOSITION 3.14. In a U-semiadequate semigroup S 
Proof Note first that 6, E 6, for if x G, y then x= x+y so that by 
Proposition 3.7, x* = (x’y)* oy*. Also x = x+yx*. Similarly <, E <<,. 
Thus it is clear that <, 0 <, and <, 0 6, c 6,. 
Now let x 6, y. Then x*oy*, x+wy +, and x = x+yx*. Put z = x+y then 
by Proposition 3.13, z<, y. Furthermore x=zy* so that, again by 
Proposition 3.13, we have x <, z. Thus we have shown x <, z <, y giving 
<<p = <i o <,. The other case follows by symmetry. 
LEMMA 3.15. Let S be a U-semiadequate semigroup. Then 
(i) IC, holds o <1~ & 
(ii) IC, holds o 6, E <,. 
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Proqf: We will prove (i); the proof of (ii) is similar. By Lemma 3.12(i) 
the condition IC, implies that d L C_ G,. 
Conversely, let f’~ U and put z = .$ Then by Proposition 3.13, z 6i x 
whence z <, x, by assumption, which gives z = zcx = (xf )'x. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. Let S he U-semiadequate. Then 
(i) If.u<,y then.u=6,pzforall=ES. 
(ii) 2 x 6, J’ then x <, zy .for all 2 E S. 
(iii) Zf S satisfies IC, or IC, then 6, is compatible with the multiplica- 
tion in the sense that x <, y and u 6, v imply xu <, J’V. 
Proof. (i) If I 6, y then x= x+y so that xz = x’(yz) giving xz 6, yz 
by Proposition 3.13, as required. 
The proof of (ii) is similar. 
(iii) We prove the IC, case. By Proposition 3.14, 
By Lemma 3.15 if IC, holds then <, G 6, so that 
whence <, = G,. By part (i) we will show that x Q, y implies zx <, zy. Let 
x <, y then x = ey where e E U thus zx = zey. By Lemma 3.10, ze = (ze) + z 
so that zx= (ze)+ zy giving zx 6, zy. The compatibility of 6, with the 
multiplication now follows. 
We have already noted that (C2) holds in a reduced U-semiabundant 
semigroup S if and only if (C(S), - ) is a category. Now let S be an arbitrary 
U-semiadequate semigroup and x, y elements of S. We can always write 
the product xy in the form 
xy = (xy+ )(x*y). 
In order that the product on the right hand side be reduced, we would need 
the equation (xy + )* = (x*y) + to hold: a sufftcient condition for this 
equality is that (C3) holds. On the other hand, if (xy+)* = (x*y)+ holds 
for all elements x and y it must hold for y = eE U. Thus the equation 
(xe)* = (x*e)+ holds. But this is just the equation (xe)* = x*e. Similarly, 
the equation (ex)+ = ex+ holds for all eE U. 
We may sum up these observations in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.17. Let S be a U-semiadequate semigroup. 
(i) The condition (C2) holds precisely when (C(S), . ) is a category. 
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(ii) The condition (C3) holds iff for all x, y E S we may write 
xy= (xy’). (x*-v), 
where the product on the right hand side is reduced. 
By Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9, for U-semiadequate semigroups, the conditions 
(C2) and (C3) are together equivalent to the congruence condition. Thus 
products of pairs of elements in U-semiadequate semigroups satisfying the 
congruence condition may be precisely reduced to category products by 
making use of the orders <r, ,r < : we will call such semigroups Ehresmann 
semigroups and we will restrict our attention to this class for the rest of this 
paper. 
Natural examples of Ehresmann semigroups are inverse semigroups, 
abundant semigroups with commuting idempotents, and strong semilattices 
of monoids. 
PROPOSITION 3.18. Let (S, U) be an Ehresmann semigroup. 
(i) Zf x<, y then x*wy* and x+~y+. 
(ii) Zf x<, y then x*wy* and x+wy+. 
(iii) Zf x<, y then x*oy* and x+w~+. 
(iv) Zfx~,yandu~,vandx*=u+andy*=v+ thenxu,<,yv. 
(v) Zfx<,yandu<,vandx*=u’andy*=v+ thenxud,yu. 
Proof: We prove (iii), the proofs of (i) and (ii) follow from this since 
<,, <, c <,. Let x se J. Then .x=.Y+Jx* so that 
x* = (x+yx*)* o(yx*)* = y*x*wy* by Proposition 3.7 
and 
x+ = (x’yx*)+ W(x+y)+ =x+y+oy+ by Proposition 3.7. 
(iv) x=x+y and u=u+u so that xu=(x+y)(u+o) now x+y=x so that 
(x+y)x* =x+y but U+ =x* so that (.u+J~)u+ =x+y whence XU=X+~O 
giving xu 6, j+v. 
The proof of (v) is similar to (iv). 
Proposition 3.19. Let (S, Or) be an Ehresmann semigroup. 
(i) Zf eox+ then there is a unique element y such that y+ =e and 
y <, x. 
(ii) Zf eox* then there is a unique element y such that y * = e and 
y<, x. 
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Proof: We prove (i). We will show that ~3 = es. Note first that ex <, x 
and (ex) + = es + =e. If l‘<rs with 1 + =e then j’= y+x=ex. 
PROPOSITION 3.20. Let (S, 0’) he an Ehresmann semigroup. 
(i) If eox* then xe = maxi JY J* 6, x und J,*ae) and (.ue)* = e. 
(ii) Zfewx’ then ex=max{y: ~-6,x and,v+we} and (ex)‘=e. 
Proof. We prove (i). By Proposition 3.19 it is clear that xe <, x and 
(xe)*=e. Let Y<~x. Then Y=J’+~J~* where y*be and +v+ <x+. Now 
y+(xe) y* = y+xy* = )’ so that .V = y’(xe) y* whence y G, xe. 
It is a consequence of the above result that on the ordered set (S, <,) 
the maps *, + : S -+ U are principally residuated. 
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of some classes of 
Ehresmann semigroups. 
EXAMPLE 3.21. (1) In [63, de Barros introduced the class of “pseudo- 
monoide fltchC”---these correspond, in the semigroup case, to U-semi- 
adequate semigroups satisfying (Cl). The semigroup case of the 
“pseudomonoide totalement rtgulier” are just the U-semiadequate semi- 
groups which satisfy (Cl), (C2) and in which <, is compatible with the 
multiplication. By Lemma 3.8 and 3.9, (Cl) and (C2) are equivalent in the 
case of U-semiadequate semigroups to the congruence condition. Thus 
“pseudomonoide totalement regulier” are Ehresmann semigroups in which 
<, is compatible with the multiplication. We will call these de Burros 
semigroups. By Proposition 3.16 Ehresmann semigroups in which either IC, 
or IC, hold are examples of de Barros semigroups. 
(2) The Ehresmann semigroups in which IC holds and for which 
U = E(S) are the type T semigroups introduced by El-Qallali [ 121. 
(3) Type T semigroups which are abundant are the type A semi- 
groups introduced by Fountain [16]. More generally the Ehresmann 
semigroups for which U = E(S) and which are abundant are the adequate 
semigroups of Fountain [ 16]-these are precisely the abundant semigroups 
in which the idempotents form a commutative subsemigroup. 
(4) Type T semigroups which are regular are precisely the inverse 
semigroups. 
(5) Let PT(X) be the collection of all partial maps on the set X, with 
arguments written on the right. Let J/, 4 E PT(X). Then the product I+$ 0 4 
is defined as 
dom($Oti) = i-‘(ran(d) n dom(ti)) 
ran($O 4) = $(ran(b) n dam(+)) 
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and ($@d)(x)=$(+(x)) for all x~dom(ll/@+5). (PT(X), @ ) is a semi- 
group by [19]. Put 
U = (4 E PT(X): dam(d) = ran(#) and 4(x) =x for all x E dam(d)}. 
We write the elements of U in the form l,, the identity map on the subset 
A of X. If 4 E PT(X) then define 4* = ldomo) and +J + = lrantm,. Then 
(K’(X), U) is an Ehresmann semigroup satisfying TC,. 
(6) In a sequence of four papers [33-361, Schweizer and Sklar 
investigated the abstract analogues of PT(X). 
In [33] they essentially study U-semiadequate semigroups satisfying IC, 
and where U contains an identity 1 element for the semigroup. 
In [34] they study Ehresmann semigroups satisfying IC, and with 1 E U. 
They call these function semigroups: the semigroups PT(X) are examples of 
such semigroups. They prove that for every function semigroup S there is 
a homomorphism f: S --) PT(S) which is one-to-one and order preserving. 
In [35] they give an abstract characterisation of the semigroups PT(X). 
In [36] they generalise their previous work and investigate function 
sJ?sstems-these are Ehresmann semigroups satisfying IC,. In this paper 
they mention that inverse semigroups are special cases. 
(7) Batbedat [7] calls a semigroup S a fype SL y-semigroup if it is 
equipped with a map y: S-+ S satisfying the following properties: 
(i) y( S)-the “y-elements”-forms a commutative band. 
(ii) For each I E S, y(x) is the smallest of the y-elements e such that 
ex = x. 
It is easy to show that type SL y-semigroups are equivalent to the 
following semigroups S: there is a subset UG E(S) which is a commutative 
subsemigroup, and every element of a contains an element from U. The 
map y is given by y(x) = x+. Thus these semigroups are “one-sided” 
U-semiadequate semigroups. 
(8) Let S be a semigroup such that E(S) = E is a commutative sub- 
band of S. Such semigroups are called E-semigroups. For the rest of this 
example S will be a finite, E-semigroup. The subset ESE of S consists of 
precisely those elements x of S for which there exist idempotents e and f 
such that ex=x= xf It is clear that ESE is a full subsemigroup of S. 
Define maps x + x* and x --) x+ in the semigroup ESE as 
x*=n (eEE:xe=x) and X+ =n {fEE:jk=x). 
Each of the above products is finite and well-defined by virtue of the 
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commutativity of E. It is clear that s* and .Y+ are idempotents such that 
ss* = x and s +S = X. Furthermore for all e, f~ E, 
se = s if and only if s*cr,e 
and 
jk = s if and only if x + o.$ 
Thus we may conclude that for every finite E-semigroup S the semigroup 
ESE is semiadequate. 
We make two observations. 
The ESE portion of a finite semigroup plays an important role in the 
theory of varieties (see Corollary 17.2 to the “Delay Theorem” [37]). 
Ash’s Theorem [3] states that every finite E-semigroup divides a finite 
inverse semigroup. 
These observations suggest that it may be of interest to determine how 
extensive the class of (finite) Ehresmann, semiadequate semigroups is, in 
relation to arbitrary (finite) semiadequate semigroups. 
4. SEMIGROUPS AND ORDERED CATEGORIES 
In this section, we will establish an isomorphism between a category of 
Ehresmann semigroups and a category of small, ordered categories. 
Define an Ehresmann category to be a category C equipped with two 
relations <, and 6, satisfying the following axioms (note that if A is an 
axiom we denote its “dual” by A”): 
(El) (C, s,) is an ordered category with corestrictions. 
(El )” (C, < , ) is an ordered category with restrictions. 
(E2) If e,f~C, then e<,f o edif. 
Put < = 6,= d , on CO. 
(E3) (C,, < ) is a meet semilattice. 
(E4) <,o <, = <, 0 <,. 
Define the relation <, equal to 6, 0 Q , . 
(E5) If ?r6, +r andfECC, then (.v\d(x) r\f)Gl. (yId(y) of). 
(E5)’ If ~6, )’ and feC, then (r(x) AS(X)<, (r(y) fly). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If (S, U) is an Ehresmann semigroup then 
(C(S) , , <, , G, j is an Ehresmann category. 
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Proof: By Theorem 3.17 the set S equipped with the reduced multiplica- 
tion, denoted C(S), is a category. By Proposition 3.11 the relations <, and 
<, are partial orders which are trivial on horn-sets. Thus (OCl ) and 
(OC4) hold. By Proposition 3.18(i) and (ii) the axiom (OC2) holds and by 
(iv) and (v) axiom (OC3) holds. Proposition 3.19 implies axiom (OC8). 
Thus (El) and (El)” above both hold. By Proposition 3.11 the axiom (E2) 
holds and (E3) is a consequence of the definition of an Ehresmann semi- 
group. Axiom (E4) holds by virtue of Proposition 3.14. By Proposition 3.16 
the axioms (E5) and (E5)’ hold. 
Thus given an Ehresmann semigroup we can construct a corresponding 
Ehresmann category. In the remainder of this section we will show that 
every Ehresmann category gives rise to an Ehresmann semigroup. 
Let (C, <,, ,, < ) be a fixed Ehresmann category: note that we will often 
omit explicit mention of the category product. 
LEMMA 4.2. [f x <, y then d(x) <d(y) and r(x) <r(y). Furthermore the 
relation <, is a partial order. 
ProoJ: Let x 6,~. Then by (E4), <<, = 6,~ 6, so that there exists an 
element z such that x<<,z and z<, 1’. But then by (El), (El)“, and (E2), 
d(x) <d(z) r(x) d r(z) d(z) <do,) r(z) < r(p) 
so that d(x) ,< d(y) and r(x) < r(y). 
Reflexivity. From <<, E 6, then x & x. 
Antisymmetry. Let x <, y and y <<, x and let z be an element such that 
x <, zd, y. From the first part of the lemma we have that d(x) =d(z) = 
d(y) and r(x) = r(z) = r(y). But x= (r(x) Iz) so that from r(x) = r(z) we 
obtain x = z. In a similar way z = J. 
Transitivity. Let x <<, y and y <, z; we make repeated use of (E4). 
There exist elements u and u so that 
thus 
and there exists an element U’ such that 
but then x d, U’ <, z so that x <<, z. 
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LEMMA 4.3. (i) @“x6, y urzn d(x)=d(jv) then xuf, y. 
(ii) Ifs<, y Linti r(.x)=r(y) then .Y<, J’. 
(iii) If-u<, ~9 andd(xv)=d(y) andr(x)=r(y) then x=1;. 
(iv) The set C, is an order ideal of (C, G,) (req. (C, 6,) and 
(C, <,I). 
(v ) The relation 6, agrees with < on CO. 
Prooj (i) By (E4) there exists an element 2 such that x <<, ~6, .v thus 
by Lemma 4.2 
d(x)dd(z)<d(y) and r(x) <r(z) <r(y) 
so that d(x)=d(z)=d(y). From z<, y we have z=(yjd(z)) by (El)“, 
since d(z) = d(y) we obtain z = y giving x <, y. 
The proof of (ii) is similar to (i). 
(iii) By (i) we have that x<:-,y so that x=(r(x)jy) but r(x)=r(y) 
whence x = y. 
(iv) Let x <, e where e E C, then x = (r(.x) (e) = r(x). 
The proof of (v) is straightforward. 
LEMMA 4.4. (i) Zf e<d(x) andf<e then (xJf)<, (xje)<,s. 
(ii) Ife<r(x) andf ,<e then (f/x)<<, (eJx),<,x. 
Proof We prove (i). Note first that f<d(x\e) so that ((xle)lf) is 
defined and ((xie)lf)<, (xie). But ((x(e)(f)<, x and d((x(e)lf)=fso 
that ((xl e) If) = (+v If). 
LEMMA 4.5. (i) Let x E C, e E C,, with e <d(x). Then 
(xIe)=max{y: yf,x such thut d(y)<e}. 
(ii) Let XE C, ee CO with e <r(x). Then 
(e(x)=max(y: y<,xsuch that r(y)<e). 
Proof: We will prove (i). By (El)” we have (xl e) <r x and d(x)e) = e. 
By (E4), (x le) <,x. Let y <,x with d(y) < e. By (E4) there exists an 
element z such that y <, z < 1 x. By (E5) 
(yld(y) A e)Gr (zld(z) A e) 
but from d(y) < e it follows that d(y) A e = d(y) thus y = ( y ) d(y) A e). But 
then 
y<,(zld(z) A e)f, z,<, .Y. 
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From the fact that (z-1 d(z) A e) 6 L x and (x 1 e) GI x and d(z) A e < e we 
have (z) d(z) A e) <, (x I c) by Lemma 4.4. Thus 4’ 6, (x 1 e) as required. 
LEMMA 4.6. [fx<, y then x= (r(x)1 (y(d(x))) = ((r(x)1 y)Id(x)). 
Proof By Lemma 4.2 
d(x) 6 d(y) and r(x) < r(y) 
so that (v I d(x)) <, 4’. Now d(x) <d(v) so that by Lemma 4.5 
(yld(x))=max{z: z 6, J’ and d(z) <d(x) ). 
But x 6, ~7 and d(x) <d(x) so that x <, (y ) d(x)). Also d(x) = d( y I d(x)) so 
that by Lemma 4.3 
x<, (yld(x))<, J 
whence x = (r(x) ( (y (d(x))). 
The proof of the other equality is similar. 
LEMMA 4.7. (i) Let d(x) = r(y) and let e B d(xy). Then 
(xyle)=(xlrO~le))(yle). 
(ii) Let d(x) = r(y) and let e < r(xy). Then 
(e[xJ’)=(r(.r)(d(elX)I)!). 
ProoJ: We will prove (i). d(xy) = d(y) and e d d(y) so that the element 
(yle) exists and (Jple)dl y. But then r(yIe)<r(y)=d(x) so that the 
element (xlr(vle)) exists and (xlr(yle)) <, x. Now (x(r(yJe))(yle) and 
xl, exist so that we obtain (x I r(y I e))(v (e) d I xy. But (XJ~ I e) ,< 1 -YJ~ and 
d((x(r(y(e))(yIe))=d(y(e)=e=d(xyIe). So that by uniqueness 
LEMMA 4.8. In an Ehresmann category axiom (OC7) holds with respect 
to the ordering G<,. 
Proof: Let x i, uv where d(u) = r(u). By Lemma 4.6, 
x = W) I (~0 I d(x))). 
But (UV (d(x)) = (U ( r(u I d(x)))(u ( d(x)) by Lemma 4.7. Put 
u’ = (r(.x) I (u I do Id@)))). 
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Then again by Lemma 4.7 
.u=u’.(d(u’)i(oId(.u))). 
Put (d(u’) ( (v (d(.u))) = ~1’. Then u’ 6, U, ~1’ 6,. t’, d( u’) = r(D’) and x = U’ . u’. 
Let (C, 6,, .r < ) be an Ehresmann category, we will show how the 
category product in C may be extended to an everywhere defined binary 
operation. Let x, )’ E C. Then d(x), r(y) E C,, so that by (E3) the greatest 
lowest bound e = d(x) A r(y) exists. Then e 6 d(x) and e d r( y) so that by 
(El) and (El)” the elements (xl e) and (e) ~1) exist. Furthermore 
(x(e)<, x and (elyjQ,y 
But then from d(x] e) = e and r(el y) = e the category product (x] e)(el r) 
exists. We define a product 0 as 
xQy=(xJe)(elyj 
and call xQ y the pseudoproduct of x and y. By the remarks above, this is 
a well defined binary operation on C. Put (S(C), 0 ) equal to the set C 
equipped with the pseudoproduct. We will eventually show, in 
Theorem 4.20, that this is a semigroup. To do this, we need a number of 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.9. (xQy)Qz=(x(e)Q((eIy)Qz), where e=d(x) A r(y). 
Proof: 
(xQyjQz=((xIe)(eIy))Qz, where e = d(x) A r(y) 
= (((x I e)(e I Y)) If Ulz), where f= d(e ( y) A r(z) 
=~~~l~~l~~~~l~~~lf~~~~~l,~~lf~~fl~~ by Lemma 4.7. 
Since d(el y) A r(z) =f 
Now ((elY)lf)<, (elII) so that r((e(y)(f)<r(e)y)=e which means that 
e A r((eIy)lf)=r((eIy)Jf). Note also that 
d(ble)) A r((el.v)Qz)=e A r((elY)lfj, 
This now gives 
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LEMMA 4.10. (i) Zfe<d(x) then (xle)=xOe. 
(ii) Ife<r(x) then (elx)=e@x. 
Proqf We prove (i). 
x@e=(xjd(x) A e)(d(s) A ele) 
= (xld(x) A e)(d(x) A e) 
= (xld(x) A e). 
But e<d(x) thus xOe=(xJe). 
LEMMA 4.11. x@(eOy)=(xOe)Oy, &zere eEC,. 
Proqf 
xO(eO~)=xO((eIf)(SI)‘)), where f =e A r(y) 
=x@(fl.v) 
= (xl g)kl VI I’)), where g=d(x) AJ: 
ButgGfso that (gl(fly))=(gly) whence xO(~O~)=(.t.Ig)(gl)‘). 
(XOe)O~=((xIi)(iIe))O),, where i=d(s) A e 
= (Xli)OJ’ 
= ((x Ii) I.wl Y), where j= i A r(y) 
= (xIINjl3’) 
but j= g since 
(d(x) A e) A r(y) = d(x) A (e A r(v)). 
LEMMA 4.12. (i) r(x@y)=r(xOr(y)). 
(ii) d(x@ y) = d(d(x) 0 y). 
ProoJ We will prove (i). 
r(.x 63 u) = r((x I e)(e I v)L where e=d(x) A r(y) 
= r(x ( e). 
Whereas 
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LEMMA 4.13. (i ) [f u = (r @ .u ) 0 ,f &rre e, fe C,, then u 6, x. 
(ii) [f L! = e @ (.u of) #‘here e, ,fc C, [hen I‘ 6, x. 
Prooj: We will prove (i). Put u’=e@s then u’=e@x=((e A r(x))lx) 
so that u’<,.x by (El). Also u=u’@fso that u=(u’ld(u’) of)) giving 
u<, u’ by (El)“. Whence u<, u’<,s giving u<,.u by (E4). 
LEMMA 4.14. (i) Zfu<,.x then u=(r(u)I(x[d(u))). 
(ii) I’u<,x then u=((r(u)Ix)ld(u)). 
Proof. We will prove (i). From u 6, x we obtain d(u) < d(x) and 
r(u) < r(x) by Lemma 4.2. Thus (xld(u)) is defined and (xjd(u)) <, x. By 
Lemma 4.5, u <, (x 1 d(u)) and d(u) = d(x( d(u)) thus by Lemma 4.3, 
u<.(x(d(u)) whence u=(r(u)((x(d(u))). 
LEMMA 4.15. (i) ZfxGl 1’ then x@zb, J~@z. 
(ii) Zf x <, ~9 then z 0 x d L z 0 y. 
Proof: We will prove (i). 
x@z=(xle)(elz), where e = d(x) A r(z). 
y@z= (Ylf)(flZ), where f = d( y) A r(z). 
x<,y and r(z)ECo so by (E5), (xld(x) A r(z))<, (y/d(y) A r(z)) so that 
(x(e)6,(Y(f).Butsincee~fwehave(e(z)f,(f(z)byLemma4.4.Now 
apply (OC3) with the order 6, giving (x ) e)(e ) 2) <, (y ( f)( f ( 2). 
PROPOSITION 4.16. rfe, fEC,, then (e@x)@f=e@(x@f). 
Proof. Put u=(e@x)@J: By Lemma4.13 we have u<,x. By 
Lemma4.14, u=(r(u))(xld(u))). By Lemma4.10, u=r(u)@(x@d(u)). 
Now 
u=(eOx)CSf=i(e A r(x))lx)Of 
=(i(e A @))l-~)ld((e A r(+~))lx) Af) 
GI ((e A r(-~))l-~) 
so that r(u)<(e A r(x))<e. Also d(u)=d((e A r(x))jx) A/<$ 
From d(u)<fwe obtain xOd(u)<, x@f for 
x@d(u)= @Id(x) A d(u)) and xOf=(xld(x) Af) 
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and d(u) <f implies d(x) A d(u) 6 d(x) A f so that by Lemma 4.4 
(.u I d(x) A d(u)) ,<, (x14-r) A .I-). 
By Lemma 4.15 from (x @ d(u)) < L x @ f we have 
r(zOQ(xQd(u))<, r(u)Q(x@f). 
But r(u)<e so that r(u)@(x@f)<‘,e@(x@f) by Lemma4.4. Thus we 
have shown that (e@x)@f&,e@(x@f). 
We may similarly show by symmetry that e@ (x@f) <<, (e @ x)@fand 
then apply the fact that <, is a partial order. 
LEMMA 4.17. Ife,f~C~thene@f=e~f=f@e. 
Proof: e@f=(ele Af)(e A.flf)=e A$ 
LEMMA 4.18. (i) IfeeC,, then r((eO4’)0z)=eOr(YOz). 
(ii) IfeEC,, then d((,,03)0e)=d(),O=)Oe. 
Proof We prove (i). 
r((eOv)Oz)=r((eOy)Or(z)) by Lemma 4.12 
=r(eQ(J~Qr(z))) by Proposition 4.16 
=r(eQr(yQ(r(z))) by Lemma 4.12 
=r(e@r(y@z)) by Lemma 4.12 
=e@r(y@z) since e@r(y@z) is an 
identity by Lemma 4.17. 
LEMMA 4.19. IfeEC, then (e@y)@z=e@(y@z). 
Proo$ Note firstly that e @ 4’ <<, JJ so that by Lemma 4.15 
(eQy)Qz<,yQz 
whence (e@y)@z=r((e@JJ)@z)@(y@z) applying Lemma4.10. By 
Lemma 4.18 
r((eQy)Qz)=eQr(yQz). 
Thus 
(~Qy)Qz=(eQr(yQz))Q(~~Qz) 
=eQWQz)Q(yQz)) by Lemma 4.11 
=eQ(yQz). 
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THEOREM 4.20. [f’ (C, 6,) 6, ) is un Ehresmann category then 
(S(C). @ ) is a semigroup. 
Pro@: Put e = d(x) A r( 1’) and note first that 
(xle)=x@r(y) and (eIy)=d(x)Oy. 
Then by Lemma 4.9 
(.KQ~)Q-‘=(.KJ~)Q((~J~)Q=I by Lemma 4.9 
=(zcor(y))Q((d(x)Qy)Qz) by the note above 
=(sor(??))O(d(x)O(~02)) by Lemma 4.19 
=((-KQ~(J’))Q~(~))Q(J~Qz) by Lemma 4.11 
=(.KQ(~(-~)Q~(~)))Q(.~)Q=) by Lemma 4.11 
=(~Q(d(x)Qr(y)))Q(.~‘Qz) by Lemma 4.17 
=((.KQ~(-K))Q~(),))Q(YQz) by Lemma 4.11 
= (x@r(y))@( v@z) 
=xQ(r(y)Q(yQz) by Lemma 4.11 
=.v@((r(J~)Oy)@z) by Lemma 4.19 
=xQ(JQz). 
THEOREM 4.21. lf (C, $ , , 6, ) is an Ehresmann category then 
(S(C), @ ) is an Ehresmann semigroup with respect to the projections Co. In 
addition, the orders < , and G,. in (S(C), Q ) coincide with the category 
orders and the reduced product in (S(C), @ ) coincides with the category 
product in C. 
Proof. Put U = C,,. Then U is a commutative subsemigroup: for if 
e, f~ U then by Lemma 4.17 
e@f=eAf=f@e. 
For each element x E S(C) and for each e E U 
xQe=x iff d(x) 0 e = d(x). 
For suppose that x @I e = x then 
x@e=(xjd(x) A e)=x 
so that d((x 1 d(x) A e)) = d(x) whence d(x) A e = d(x) which gives 
d(x)@e=d(x). 
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Now suppose that d(x) 0 e = d(x) then x @ (d(x) @e) = x @d(x) = x so 
that x@e=x. 
Thus we may put x* = d(x). We may similarly show that x + = r(x). 
By Lemma 4.12 
(x@y)+ = (x@y+)+ and (x0 y)* = (x* 0 y)* 
thus the congruence condition holds. 
Suppose that x <, y in (S(C), 0 ). Then for some e E U = C, we have 
x = ~63 e which equals (v 1 d( J’) A e). We have shown therefore that x Q L y 
in (C, G,, G,). 
Conversely, let x 6, y in (C, <, , ,r < ). Then xi (yld(x)) which equals 
y@ d(x). Thus we have shown that x <, y in (S(C), @ ). 
Similar arguments apply to the remaining orders. 
Finally, the reduced product of two elements x and ~7 in (S(C), 0 ) is 
defined if and only if x* = y + that is if and only if d(x) =r(~?) in 
cc, 6,, \I < ). Thus the reduced product in (S(C), @ ) coincides with the 
category product in (C, <, , <<,). 
We will now show that this construction is functorial. Let (S, U) and 
( T, V) be Ehresmann semigroups and .let 0: (S, U) + ( T, V) be an 
admissible homomorphism. Then 0(x*) = O(x)* and 0(x’) = O(x)‘, for 
xzx* so that O(x) tO(x*) whence O(x)* =0(x*)* but X*E U so that 
0(x*) E V giving 0(x*)* = e(x* j. 
Conversely if 8: (S, U) + (T, V) is a homomorphism such that 
0(x*) = O(x)* and 0(x+ ) = O(x) + then t3 is an admissible homomorphism 
for if e E U then O(e) = O(e*) = O(e)* so that O(e) E V. If XL y then x* = y* 
whence O(x)* = O(y)* giving 0(x)&Q). 
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward 
LEMMA 4.22. Let 8: (S, U) + (T, V) be an admissible homomorphism. 
Define a map C( 8): C(S) --, C(T) by C(O)(x) = O(x). Then 
(i) c(e) is a functor. 
(ii) If x <, y (resp. x 6, y) then C(O)(x) 6, C(O)(y) (resp. 
cuw) G, w)(Y)). 
(iii) Ife, fe C(S),, then C(O)(e A f) = C(O)(e) A C(e)(f). 
We call a functor F: (C, <, , G,) --* (D, <, , <,) strongly ordered if it 
satisfies the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of the above lemma. 
LEMMA 4.23. Let F: (C, d, , <, ) + (D, <, , <, ) be a strongly ordered 
functor. Define S(F): (S(C), CO) + (S(D), DO) by S(F)(x) = F(x) where 
x E S(C). Then S(F) is an admissible homomorphism. 
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Proof: We show first that S(F) is a semigroup homomorphism. Let 
X. ,V E S(C) then by definition 
S(F)(sO y) = F(x0 y) 
=F((sIe)(eIy)), where e = d(?c) A r(y) 
=F(xle)F(elyh F a functor. 
Now (xl e) < L x so that since F is strongly ordered F(xle) G, F(x). Since 
d(x) e) = e we have d(F(x) e)) = F(d(x ( e)) = F(e), again since F is a functor. 
But from the fact that F(x 1 e) <, F(s) and d(F(x 1 e)) = F(e) we have F(e) G 
d(F(x)) so that the element (F(x)1 F(e)) exists. However, axiom (OC8)(i) 
holds for <, so that by uniqueness F(x ( e) = (F(x) I F(e)). Similarly 
F(e) y) = (F(e) I F(y)). Thus 
WWO Y) = VI-x) I F(e))(F(e)l F(Y)) 
but F(d(x) A r(y))=F(d(x)) A F(r(y))=d(F(x)) A r(F(y)), since F is 
strongly ordered so 
S(F)(xOy)=F(x)OFtyJ 
= S(F)(,v) 0 S(F)(y) 
Finally, 
S(F)(x*) = F(x*) 
= F(d(x)) 
= d(F(x)) 
= S(F)(x)*. 
Similarly, S(F)(x+ ) = S(F)(x)+. Thus we have shown that S(F) is an 
admissible homomorphism. 
THEOREM 4.24. The category of Ehresmann semigroups and admissible 
homomorphisms is isomorphic to the category of Ehresmann categories and 
strongly ordered functors. 
Proof Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.22 may be summarised by saying 
that there is a functor from the category of Ehresmann semigroups and 
admissible homomorphisms to the category of Ehresmann categories and 
strongly ordered functors, given as 
C(S, U) = (C(S), . . <I, 6, J 
where 8: (S, U) + ( T, V) admissible gives C(0): C(S, U) + C( T, V), 
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By Theorem 4.21 and Lemma 4.23 there is a functor in the opposite 
direction, given as 
WC-, 61, <,)=(S(Cj, 0, Co) 
where F: (C;, G,, <,)-(D,., G,, G,) strongly ordered gives 
S(F):S(C;, 61, &)+S(D;, <<I, Q,). 
To demonstrate the required isomorphism, we need to show that CS and 
SC are the appropriate identity functors in each case. This will follow from 
the following observations. 
The functors C and S preserve the underlying sets. By Theorem 4.21, in 
applying the functor S the orders and category product are encoded in the 
orders and reduced product of the associated semigroup and the identities 
of the category are encoded as the projections. If we now apply the functor 
C to the resulting semigroup, by Proposition 4.1 the orders of the semi- 
group become the orders of the category, the category product is the 
reduced product of the semigroup, and the identities are just the projections 
of the semigroups. It is evident therefore that CS is the identity on objects. 
A similar argument applies in the opposite direction: Theorem 3.17 being 
applied in the final instance to show that the semigroup products coincide. 
Thus SC is also the identity on the objects. 
The result for the maps is now straightforward. 
5. SPECIAL CASES 
In this section we will consider various subclasses of the class of 
Ehresmann semigroups and the corresponding classes of Ehresmann 
categories. 
We begin with the class of de Barros semigroups. Recall that these are 
Ehresmann semigroups in which <<e is compatible with the multiplication. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Zf (S, U) is a de Barros semigroup then (C(S), ., 6, j 
is a totally, regularly ordered category in which C(S), is a meet semilattice 
under <,. 
Proof: (OC 1) holds. (C(S), . ) is a category and <, is a partial order. 
(OC2) holds. If x Q,Y then d(x) d d(y) and r(x) < r(v) by Proposi- 
tion 3.18(iii). 
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(OC3) holds. This is immediate from the fact that <, is compatible 
with the multiplication in (S, U). 
(OC6) By Proposition 3.20. 
(OC7) By Lemma 4.8. 
(01) If x6, e then x=x+ex* whence .YE U. 
We will call a category satisfying the conditions of the above theorem a 
de Barros categor>‘. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Z’(C ( , . , , 6, ) is an Ehresmann category in which <, 
is compatible with the category multiplication then (C,., G,) is a de Barros 
category and (S(C), 0 , C,) is a de Barros semigroup. 
Proof: We show first that (C,., &) is a de Barros category. 
(OC 1) holds. (C, . ) is a category and by Lemma 4.2, <<, is a partial 
order. 
(OC2) holds. By Lemma 4.2. 
(OC3) holds. By assumption. 
(OC6) holds. By Lemma 4.5. 
(OC7) holds. By Lemma 4.8. 
(01) holds. By Lemma 4.3. 
It only remains to show that in (S(C), 0 ) the relation 6, is compatible 
with the multiplication. If x<, y and eE C, then it is clear that 
x@ed, yQe. Let UES(C). Then 
xQu=(xle)(e(u), where e = d(s) A r(u) 
and 
You= (YlfM~h where f=r(y) A r(u). 
From x<, y we obtain x@r(u)<, yOr(u) which is just (xJe)<,(y(f). 
From x<,y we have d(x)<d(y) so that ebf<r(u). But then 
by Lemma 4.4 we obtain (el u) <, (flu). However, 6, c <, so that 
(e 1 u) <, (flu). We may now use the fact that 6, is compatible with the 
category product to obtain 
which is just x @ u <, y @ U. A similar argument shows that for all elements 
u we have u@x <, v@ y, from which the compatibility of <, with @ 
follows. 
For de Barros semigroups a strongly ordered functor will be a functor 
preserving <, and the meet operation between the identities. We may now 
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immediately deduce from Theorem 4.24 and Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 the 
following result: 
THEOREM 5.3 (de Barros [6]). The category of de Barros semigroups 
and admissible homomorphisms is isomorphic to the category of de Barros 
categories and strongly ordered finctors. 
In the case of de Barros categories, the proof of the associativity of the 
pseudoproduct may be considerably simplified. We briefly sketch out how 
this may be affected, following Ehresmann [ll, 11-2, /75/l. 
Let C be an Q-structured category. Let x, y E C and define 
(x, y)= {(x’, ~‘)EC* C:x’<.u andy’,<y) 
with the Cartesian product ordering. 
PROPOSITION 5.4 [l 1, 11-2, /75/l. Let C be a de Barros category. Then 
x Q y = x’y’, 
where (x’, y’) is the largest element of (x, J’). 
PROPOSITION 5.5 [ 11, 11-2, /75/l. In a de Barros category 
(xQy)Qz=xQ()‘Qz). 
ProoJ: We use Proposition 5.4 repeatedly in what follows. We will show 
that (x@ y)@z d, x0 (y@z). The equality in the other direction will 
follow by symmetry. 
(~8 y)@z=a.z’ where (a,~‘) is the largest element of ((x0 y),z) 
so that a<,x@y and ~‘6, z. Again, ?s@ y=x’ .y’ where (x’, y’) is 
the largest element of (x, y> so that X’ <, x and y’$, y. Now 
a 6, x@ y = x’ - y’ so that by (OC7) there exist elements x”, y” such that 
a=x".y" and XI’ 6, x’ and y” <, y’. 
Thus we have (,u@ y) @ z = a. z’ = x” . y” . z’. Now x” 6, x’ -<, x, 
y” <‘e y’<, y and z’ <, z. But then (y”, z’) E (y, z) so that y”z’ Ge y Oz. 
Also (x”, Y”Z’)E (x, y@z) so that x”y”z’<,x@(y@z). 
By Proposition 3.16, Ehresmann semigroups satisfying IC, or IC, are 
de Barros semigroups. An Ehresmann semigroup satisfying both of these 
conditions is called idempotent connected: the orders Ge, G,, and <, all 
coincide in these semigroups and we will denote the unique order by G. 
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l%OPOSITION 5.6. !f’ (S, U) is an idempotent connected Ehresmann semi- 
group then (C(S), ., < ) is an Q((P, Q’), Q)-structured category and 
(C(S),, 6 ) is a meet semilarrice. 
Proof (OCl ) holds since (C(S), . ) is a category and < is a partial 
order. 
(OC2) holds since x < .r implies d(+\-) < d(.r), r(x) d r(~‘). 
(OC3) holds by Proposition 3.16. 
(OC8) holds by Proposition 3.19. 
We will call an a((o’, Sz?), m)-structured category in which (C,, d ) is 
a meet semilattice an inductiue, category. We may now easily deduce the 
following consequence of Theorem 5.3: 
THEOREM 5.7. The category of idempotent connected Ehresmann semi- 
groups and admissible homomorphisms is isomorphic to the category of 
inductive, categories and stronglJ1 ordered finctors (what we may call 
“inductioe, jiinctors”). 
Idempotent connected Ehresmann categories for which U = E were 
called type T semigroups by El-Qallali [ 121. Recalling that a unipotent 
category is one in which all idempotents are identities, the following is now 
an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.7: 
THEOREM 5.8 (Lawson [22]). The category of type T semigroups and 
admissible homomorphisms is isomorphic to the category of inductitle,, 
unipotent categories and inductive, functors. 
For our last application we will look at abundant semigroups whose 
idempotents commute-the so-called adequate semigroups. Since the con- 
gruence condition always holds for abundant semigroups, adequate semi- 
groups form a natural class of Ehresmann semigroups. If S is adequate 
then (C(S) , ., <, , <,. ) is an Ehresmann category and (C(S), . ) is a can- 
cellative category. This latter condition is not quite enough to enable us to 
characterise adequate semigroups in terms of Ehresmann semigroups, for 
this purpose we need a stronger condition. 
Let (C, ., 6,) <,) be an Ehresmann semigroup, we introduce the 
notation 
[x],=(yEC:y<lx) and [xlr= (yd: y&x}. 
If C is a category then a subset A G C is called a set of mutually left (resp. 
right) cancellative elements if whenever u, u E A and u .a, v. b exist (resp. 
a.u, b.u) for elements a, bECsuch that u.a=u.b (resp. a.u=b.o) then 
a = b. 
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We will say that an Ehresmann category is strongly c’ancellative if for 
each x E C the set [x] I (resp. [xl,) is a set of mutually left (resp. right) 
cancellative elements. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. An Ehresmann semigroup S with E(S) = U is adequate 
if and onIy ij- the associated Ehresmann semigroup is strongly canceilative. 
Proof: Let S be an adequate semigroup. Let u, D E [x] I and suppose 
that a, b E S such that u. a = v . b, where , is the reduced product. Note first 
that u = XU* and v = xv* so that we have u . a = (xu*) . a and v . b = (xv*). b 
whence x(u*a) =x(v*b). But since S is adequate we have x*(u*a) = 
x*(v*b) giving u*a = v*b since u*, v* <x*. But since u* = a+ and v* = b+ 
we have a = b. 
Conversely, let (C, ., d, , <<,) be a strongly cancellative category. We 
need only show that x* =d(x)L*x in (S(C), 0) and dually x+ = 
r(x) R*x. Let x @ u = x 0 v where u, v E S(C), then, we have 
(.~le)ielu)=(xlf)(flv), where e=d(x) A r(u) andf=d(x) A r(v). 
From the fact that (x ( e), (x If) <, x and that C-u], is a set of mutually left 
cancellative elements we have that (el U) = (j-1 v). However, 
x*@u=(d(x) A r(u)(u)=(elu) 
x*@v=(d(x) A r(v)1v)=(flv) 
so that x* @ u = x* 6 ~1 as required. 
As a special case of Theorem 4.24 we have, in view of the above result: 
THEOREM 5.10. The category of adequate semigroups and admissible 
homomorphisms is isomorphic to the category of strongly cancellative 
Ehresmann categories and strongly ordered jiinctors. 
TABLE III 
[e f g h : a b c 
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a e 
b 
FIGURE 1 
It is easy to show that for inductive,, unipotent categories cancellativity 
is equivalent to strong cancellativity. This comment combined with 
Theorem 5.10 gives a result first obtained by Armstrong [ 11. 
Note that if S is a commutative semigroup then x* = I and x + = x for 
all elements .X E S. This implies that (C(S), .) is a discrete category (and 
thus may be regarded as just a set of elements) the order Q is a semilattice 
ordering on C(S). These comments indicate that in the case of com- 
mutative semigroups Theorem 4.24 is just the well known correspondence 
between commutative bands and meet semilattices. 
We conclude this paper with an example of how an Ehresmann semi- 
group may be represented as an Ehresmann category. We use Example 2.2 
of [ 163 of an adequate semigroup S in which IC, holds, so that S is a 
de Barros semigroup, in which 6, = <,. 
em l f 
a b 
IV, 
ho C I 
FIGURE 2 
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EXAMPLE 5.11. The semigroup S= {e, J g, h, z, a, 6, c} has the multi- 
plication table shown in Table 111. It is easy to check that the set 
E(S)= {e,f, g, h, z> is a commutative subsemigroup and that the L*- 
classes are {h, a, b, cl, {e>, {f}, {g>, {z} and the R*-classes are {e, a}, 
{Lb), {g, c}, {h}, {z>. The H asse diagram of the partial order 6, is 
pictured in Fig. 1 and the category C(S) in Fig. 2. 
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